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Abstract. We propose a scene text detection system which can main-
tain a high recall while achieving a fair precision. In our method, no
character candidate is eliminated based on character-level features. A
weighted directed graph is constructed and the minimum average cost
path algorithm is adopted to extract line candidates. After assigning
three line-level probability values to each line, the final decisions are
made according to the line candidate clustering of the current image.
The proposed system has been evaluated on the ICDAR 2013 dataset.
Compared with other published methods, it has achieved better perfor-
mances.
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1 Introduction

Text detection and recognition in natural scenes is a key technology to potential
applications such as autonomous navigation, multilingual translation, and assis-
tance to the visually impaired people. While there have been significant advances
in recent years, text detection still remains challenging due to the diversity of
scene text and the complexity of background. For comprehensive surveys, refer
to [8,20,24].

A typical text detection system usually consists of four components, namely,
character candidate extraction, false candidate elimination, text line generation,
and text line verification. Existing methods for scene text detection can be largely
categorized into three groups: methods using the sliding window [7,18,23], meth-
ods using the connected components [2,5,15,21], and hybrid methods [6].

Zhang et al. [23] adopted the sliding window which is based on the symmetry
property of character groups. In the work [7] text saliency maps were computed
by evaluating the character/background convolutional neural network classifier
in a sliding window. Tian et al. [18] detected character candidates by combining
the sliding window scheme with a fast cascade boosting algorithm that exhibited
a high performance.

Compared with the methods using the sliding window, methods based on
connected components have become popular during the last ten years, since
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these methods are usually more efficient and relatively insensitive to variations
in scale, orientation, font, and language type. SWT [4] and MSER [11] are two
representative component-based methods for scene text detection, which consti-
tute the basis of a lot of subsequent works [2,5,15,21]. The method of Neumann
and Matas [12] exploited the MSER detector and then classified the detected
regions as either a character, a multi-character or the background. In [3] a fast
stroke detector was proposed based on an efficient pixel intensity comparison to
surrounding pixels.

However, the character candidate extraction brings in too many non-text
components especially in component-based methods, making it difficult to attain
a high precision. Meanwhile, the traditional text detection process often suffers
from an error accumulation problem. In particular, the errors occurring in each
of the four sequential steps will propagate to the subsequent steps and eventually
lead to a low detection recall.

To address these issues, our scene text detection system is proposed from a
new aspect. All the regions extracted in the first step are reserved to generate
line candidates and the final text lines for each image are decided based on the
clustering of line candidates which are represented by three line-level probability
values.

Since we do not eliminate the character candidates based on character-level
features, the system is able to obtain a high recall. But in the meantime, more
false line candidates are generated which requires a high-performance classifier
to pick out true text lines. In our system, thanks to the line-level probability
values, the clustering strategy can successfully handle this problem and make the
system adaptive to various scenes. Every component of the proposed framework
is linked to each other and plays an essential role. Our system has been evaluated
on the ICDAR 2013 dataset. Compared with other published methods, we have
achieved better results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we describe all the
details of the proposed system. The experimental results and discussions are
presented in Sect. 3, followed by the conclusions in Sect. 4.

2 The Proposed System

The proposed scene text detection system consists of character candidate extrac-
tion, character probability assignment, line candidate generation and line can-
didate clustering. The flow chart of the system is shown in Fig. 1.

To be specific, we extract character candidates on three image channels and
assign a probability value to each region through a random forest classifier. A
weighted directed graph is then constructed on each channel and a minimum
average cost path algorithm is proposed to generate all the possible lines. Each
line candidate has a potential line probability calculated on the components’
probabilities. After that, line candidates from different channels are merged and
sent through symmetry classifier and appearance classifier to get another two
probabilities. Finally, all lines are split into text and non-text based on the
clustering of the three probabilities.
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Fig. 1. The flow chart of the proposed scene text detection system

2.1 Character Candidate Extraction

The goal of this step is to detect as many text regions as possible to ensure
the recall of the whole system. Sung et al. [15] introduced a high recall method
to extract character candidates based on the extremal region (ER) tree. We
improve this method by adding some post-processing steps to make it suitable
for the following construction of graph.

The image is converted to Y CbCr color space and the gray, Cr, Cb channels
are used in the extraction method. An ER tree is first constructed on each
channel and divided into multiple sub-trees according to the size and position
similarities of adjacent regions. The similarity between two regions is computed
as:

S(Rt, Rt+1) =
A(Rt) ∩ A(Rt+1)
A(Rt) ∪ A(Rt+1)

(1)

where A(•) denotes the bounding box of an extremal region and t denotes the
threshold level.

When the similarity between Rt and Rt+1 is smaller than a threshold value,
the tree is separated into two sub-trees. Then the sub-trees with small depth
are pruned and only one region with the smallest regularized stability value is
chosen as the character candidate from each sub-tree. The regularized stability
value [21] is defined as:

Ψ(Rt) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(|Rt−1| − |Rt|)/ |Rt| + θ1(a − amax) if a > amax

(|Rt−1| − |Rt|)/ |Rt| + θ2(amin − a) if a < amin

(|Rt−1| − |Rt|)/ |Rt| otherwise

(2)

where |Rt| denotes the cardinality of Rt.
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The candidates obtained so far are not suitable for graph construction
because one region may cover some other regions. To tackle this issue, we apply
Ostu method [13] on the candidate and its neighbor regions to get local binary
images. These local images are added to a black image which has the same size as
the input image. Finally, the connected components on the whole binary images
are taken as the character candidates.

2.2 Character Probability Assignment

In this stage, we assign a probability value to each character candidate instead
of removing the ones that are classified as non-character. This avoids wrongly
removing character candidates. More specifically, the random forest is adopted
as the classifier with the feature of Co-occurrence of Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (Co-HOG). We take the output value of the random forest classifier
as the candidate’s probability.

Co-HOG as an extension of HOG is first proposed to deal with human detec-
tion task [19] and later used in text recognition [17]. It captures spatial informa-
tion by counting frequency of co-occurrence of oriented gradients between pixel
pairs. Thus it represents more shape information and is capable to identify text
candidate.

Fig. 2. The extraction process of the Co-HOG feature

For each candidate as shown in Fig. 2, we take the bounding rectangle region
of the binary image and divide it into several blocks without overlapping. The
block feature is obtained by a co-occurrence matrix computed on each block
and the Co-HOG feature descriptor of the whole region can then be constructed
by concatenating all the normalized block features. The co-occurrence matrixs
computation method in [17] is used.

We train our classifier on the training set of ICDAR 2013 dataset. The above
character candidate extraction method is used on each training image to obtain
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candidate regions. The regions that satisfy the following condition are labeled
as positive samples:

(Area(D) ∩ Area(G))
(Area(D) ∪ Area(G))

> 0.8 (3)

where D is a detected candidate and G is the ground truth character bounding
box. Those regions that do not overlap with any ground truth character are
labeled as negative samples.

2.3 Line Candidate Generation

The process of the proposed line candidate generation method consists of four
steps: graph construction, minimum average cost path generation, potential line
probability computation, and multiple channels combination.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the weighted directed graph

Graph Construction. Based on the assumption that all text lines start from
the left to the right, all character candidates are first sorted according to their
horizontal coordinates. The weighted directed graph as illustrated in Fig. 3 can
thus be constructed. Each character candidate stands for a vertex and a directed
edge from vertex A to vertex B is created if they satisfy the following conditions:

Dx(NA, NB)/min(WA,WB) < Tx (4)
Dy(NA, NB)/min(HA,HB) < Ty (5)
min(HA,HB)/max(HA,HB) < Ts (6)
min(P c

A, P c
B) > Tp || (P c

A − 0.5) ∗ (P c
B − 0.5) > 0 (7)

where Dx(NA, NB) and Dy(NA, NB) are the horizontal and vertical distances
between the centers of vertex A and vertex B, WA (WB) and HA (HB) are the
width and height of vertex A (B), P c

A (P c
B) is the character probability of vertex

A (B).
The cost of an edge should be affected by two elements: the probabilities

of the two vertices and the distance between them. When two linked vertices
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belong to a true text line, the cost of the edge should be small. So the cost is
defined as below:

C(NA, NB) = θ1 ∗ D(NA, NB) + θ2/(P c
A + P c

B) (8)

where D(NA, NB) denotes the Euclidean distance between two vertex centers.
In addition, we increase a sink in the graph. If the out-degree of a vertex

is zero, there will be an edge from the vertex to the sink and the cost is zero.
The sink represents no physical existence, but it benefits the following minimum
average cost path algorithm and reduces the number of generated line candidates.

Minimum Average Cost Path Generation. In every channel graph, there
are vertices that have on one on the left and vertices that can reach no one on
the right. These two kinds represent the beginning and the ending of a text line
respectively. The algorithm aims to find a path from a starting vertex to the sink
with the minimum average cost which should represent the most likely text line
among all the paths from the same starting vertex. Then the minimum average
cost paths from all starting vertices compose the line candidates.

The proposed minimum average cost path algorithm is a modified version of
the Dijkstra algorithm. The Dijkstra algorithm measures the sum of the path
cost in order to find the shortest path between two vertices. However, in our
case a longer path may be more likely to represent a text line. So we change
the criterion by computing the average cost of every path. The path with the
minimum average cost is selected as a line candidate.

Potential Line Probability Computation. Once the minimum average cost
path is found, the character candidates that compose this line are settled. Thus
a potential line probability for this line can be computed based on the character
probabilities.

Instead of simply averaging the values, we propose a context-based method.
Such calculation should give the line candidate a higher value if most of the
components are actually characters. On the contrary, the false lines are assigned
with lower values than the averages. The specific formula is defined as follows:

P l
i =

P l
i−1 ∗ (i − 1) + (P l

i−1 + θp) ∗ P c
i

i
i = 1, 2, · · · , N (9)

where P l
0 = 1 − θp and N is the number of components in the line candidate.

The potential line probability PL = P l
N .

The parameter θp should be corresponding to the threshold that is used to
classify samples by the classifier. Generally speaking, a sample is classified as
true if the probability of the random forest classifier is larger than 0.5. But
it can also be set as another proper value according to the distribution of the
classifier outputs.
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Multiple Channels Combination. This step is designed to combine the line
candidates from different image channels. For every line candidate, we first find
a minimum rotated rectangle that can contain all the character level compo-
nents. Then we divide all the line candidates into several subsets based on the
overlapping between rotated rectangles from different channels. The candidates
in a subset are supposed to correspond to the same line and the one with highest
potential line probability is chosen to form the final line candidate set.

2.4 Line Candidate Clustering

The mechanism of how human identify and recognize text in natural scenes
is still not clear at present, but it has been shown that people with normal
vision can effortlessly discover text regions without looking into each individual
character, even at a glance [23]. Taking advantage of this property, we introduce
two line-level classifiers based on symmetry feature and appearance feature which
give each line candidate two more probabilities. Together with the potential line
probability, the line candidates separate into text and non-text according to the
clustering algorithm.

Symmetry Feature. A text line usually exhibits high self-similarity to itself
and strong contrast to its local background. Based on this property, we design
our line-level symmetry feature. We improve Zhang et al.’s template [23] to fit
the line boundary better and reduce the influences of close lines.

Fig. 4. Illustration of our template for line features extraction

As illustrated in Fig. 4, The template consists of four rectangles denoted by
RT , RMT , RMB , and RB , respectively. The details of the template construction
process are described as follows. For every line, a rough axle is obtained through
the fitting of character component centers. Then the components whose center is
obviously far away from the axle are eliminated. A new axle is calculated through
the remaining components. Such operations repeat until the axle is stable. RM

is the minimum rotated rectangle of the final components. RMT , RMB , RT , RB

are then obtained based on RM . The height factor r of RT and RB ranges from
0.2 to 1 and is chosen with all line candidates taking into account. The criterion
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is to set the value of r as large as possible while making sure that the background
region does not overlap with any other line candidate.

Let hc
x,y(RP ) denotes the histogram of the transformation image c in the

rectangle RP , where (P ∈ T,M,B,MT,MB). The symmetry are defined as
follows:

Sc
x,y = χ2(hc

x,y(RMT ), hc
x,y(RMB)) (10)

Ctcx,y = χ2(hc
x,y(RT ), hc

x,y(RMT )) (11)

Cbcx,y = χ2(hc
x,y(RB), hc

x,y(RMB)) (12)

where χ2(•) is the χ2-distance function [14]. We adopt four kinds of transforma-
tion image: gradient image, texture image [10], Laplacian image, and the corre-
sponding channel image where the candidate is extracted. All these features are
concatenated to form the 12-dimensional feature vector.

Appearance Feature. Besides the symmetry feature, appearance feature that
contains enormous information also plays a significant role. We adopt affine
transformation to get a horizontal rectangle based on the aforesaid RT and the
rectangle is resized to a new one whose aspect ratio is 2.5 but height remains
unchanged. Then the Convolutional Co-HOG (ConvCo-HOG) feature [16] is
calculated on the channel image that the line candidate is extracted on.

Compared with the Co-HOG feature, ConvCo-HOG feature is extracted
based on a sliding block instead of dividing the image into non-overlapping
blocks. But the calculation of the co-occurrence matrix is the same as Co-HOG.

Fig. 5. The extraction process of the ConvCo-HOG feature

As illustrated in Fig. 5, the N ∗ N input image constructs P different feature
matrixes with the size of M ∗ M where P is the dimension of co-occurrence
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matrix and M = N − B + 1. Then the average pooling strategy [1] is applied on
each of the above feature matrix by averaging the feature vectors within a small
non-overlapping window defined as follows:

Favg(i, j) = (
∑

F (i − T/2 : i + T/2, j − T/2 : j + T/2))/T 2 (13)

where F is a M∗M feature matrix and T∗T is the size of the average window. The
final dimension of the ConvCo-HOG feature vector is K2P , where K = M/T .
For more details, refer to [16].

Congeneric Line Candidates Clustering. Traditional text detection sys-
tems often adopt a line classifier in the final step to make hard decisions. How-
ever, text lines in natural scenes vary widely due to the various fonts, contents
and so on. It is difficult to design a high-performance classifier to pick out the
text lines while making the false alarms as few as possible.

In our system, we have obtained three line-level probabilities which inspire
us to solve the problem with the clustering algorithm. Each line candidate cor-
responds to a point in a three-dimensional space and K-means algorithm is used
to divide the candidates of an image into two classes. Compared to the fixed
threshold of a classifier, this operation tactfully selects true text lines and it’s
robust to different scenes.

Notice that the initial state is crucial to K-means algorithm, an improper
initial state can lead to very bad performance. Meanwhile, since we don’t remove
candidates based on character information, quite a few line probabilities are close
to zero. If the clustering is based on all the line candidates, many false alarms
will be introduced which will result in a low precision. To address these issues,
we sort the line candidates based on the sum of the three probabilities and take
the top fifteen candidates into clustering. The initial positive set only contains
the candidate with the highest probability sum and the initial negative set only
contains the candidate with the lowest probability sum. The other candidates
are labeled according to their distance from the first-pass centers.

3 Experiments and Discussions

The proposed scene text detection system has been evaluated on the ICDAR
2013 dataset. The dataset consists of 462 images including 229 for training and
233 for testing. Our classifiers are trained on these 229 images.

First, we evaluated the character-level recall of the character candidate
extraction method and compared it with others (see Table 1). Equation 14 is
the criterion used in this experiment,

Area(D) ∩ Area(G)
Area(D) ∪ Area(G)

> 0.5 (14)

where D is the detected candidate and G is the ground truth character bounding
box.
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Table 1. Character-level results on ICDAR 2013 dataset with Eq. 14 as criterion

Method Precision(%) Recall(%)

Proposed method 13.95 83.49

Sung et al. [15] 11.21 84.55

Tian et al. [18] 23.10 89.20

Our extraction method takes connected components on the whole processed
image as candidates, a character candidate sometimes consists of two or more
connected characters. This case makes the proposed method disadvantaged when
comparing with others based on Eq. 14. However, in our system we don’t elim-
inate character candidates, connected characters are still retained to generate
line candidates. Thus we propose a new reasonable criterion as follows:

Area(D) ∩ Area(G)
Area(G)

> 0.7 &&
min(Height(D),Height(G))
max(Height(D),Height(G))

> 0.7 (15)

We did not implement the extraction method of Tian et al., so our method
is only compared with the one of Sung et al. based on this criterion. The new
results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Character-level results on ICDAR 2013 dataset with Eq. 15 as criterion

Method Precision(%) Recall(%)

Proposed method 13.91 86.99

Sung et al. [15] 11.24 86.69

Then we assessed the line symmetry classifier and line appearance classifier.
Both of them are random forest classifiers which are trained on the ICDAR 2013
training set. Notice that our classifiers do not aim to make hard decisions, they
assign a high probability value to the candidate if it is true text. So Fig. 6 shows
the performance of the classifiers in the form of probability distribution. The
horizontal axis in the graph is the output value of the classifiers and the vertical
axis is the frequency number of each output. The negative samples are marked
with green while the positive ones are marked with red.

Finally, the performances of the proposed algorithm as well as other pub-
lished methods on the ICDAR 2013 dataset are shown in Table 3. Since the
character candidates are not eliminated in the first three steps, the proposed
system successfully avoids the error accumulation problem and obtains a high
recall as expected. In the meantime, the clustering strategy dynamically distin-
guishes candidates of the current image based on different line-level information
rather than classifying all image candidates in a fixed way. This ensures a fair
precision and makes the system adaptive to various scenes.
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Fig. 6. The probability distribution of the line-level classifiers. (a) the performance of
the symmetry feature; (b) the performance of the ConvCo-HOG feature. (Color figure
online)

Table 3. Experimental results on the ICDAR 2013 dataset

Method Precision(%) Recall(%) F-measure(%)

Proposed method 85.21 77.84 81.45

Sung et al. [15] 88.65 74.23 80.80

Tian et al. [18] 85.15 75.89 80.25

Zhang et al. [23] 88 74 80

Lu et al. [9] 89.22 69.58 78.19

Neumann and Matas [12] 81.8 72.4 77.1

Zamberletti et al. [22] 85.6 70.0 77.0

USTB TexStar [21] 86.3 68.3 76.2

A final text line of the proposed system often consists of several words which
are several detection results in other methods. Thus a false alarm causes a larger
decline to the result. But the proposed system still achieves a good precision
thanks to the line clustering strategy. Compared with Tian et al.’ method which
solves the error accumulation problem by integrating the last three sequential
steps into a single process, the proposed system obtained a higher recall and
precision though the character extraction part behaved a little worse.
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Fig. 7. Failure cases of the proposed method

Some failure cases of the proposed system are depicted in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a),
the character candidate extraction algorithm is unable to deal with the text with
extremely low contrast. The small text line in Fig. 7(c) which is even incognizable
to human eyes is also not detected. The proposed method only detected part of
the text lines in Fig. 7(b)(d) and they were regarded as false alarms. To be fair,
such lines should not be counted when calculating the recall. But they can be
considered as positive when it comes to the precision. We manually calculated
the precision of the proposed method in this way and it achieved 91.25 %.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a scene text detection system that does not remove
candidates based on character information. Instead, we assign a probability value
to each one and adopt a minimum average cost path algorithm to extract line
candidates. True text lines are picked out by clustering congeneric candidates of
the current image. Compared to the traditional methods, our system can effec-
tively deal with the error accumulation problem and it is adaptive to different
scenes due to the clustering strategy. In addition, our system is very flexible.
Every step can be easily replaced by a better method to obtain a higher recall
or precision.
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The main drawback of our system is that the recall is utterly dependent on
the character extraction method. In the failure cases, the first step of our system
extracted only part of the word or even none character which made the following
steps helpless. Our future work will concentrate on investigating a higher-recall
character extraction algorithm.
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